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for consultation.
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This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory
or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision
or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.
Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
This marking indicates that this product should not be disposed with other household wastes
throughout the EU. To prevent possible harm to the environment or human health from uncontrolled waste disposal, recycle it responsibly to promote the sustainable reuse of material resources. To return your used device, please use the return and collection systems or
contact the retailer where the product was purchased. They can take this product for environmental safe recycling.
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The Refrigerant
 To realize the function of the air conditioner unit, a special refrigerant circulates
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Precautions
Warning
#his appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons with
reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if
they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe
way and understand the hazards involved.  n shall not play with the appliance.
 g and user maintenance shall not be made by children without supervision.
#                  
@         
4 
     
 
shock.
          X   ; /       
hazard.
     4     
         Z          
broken.
        4    
  ;  
  J    +        4    
injury or damage.
          + 4     
personal injury.
  ;      4    
            /     
electric shock.
          4    
  ;   
Please contact dealer when you need to repair air conditioner.
<       =   /     
injury or damage.
#       >    ?  
 
sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they
have been given supervision or instruction.
          
Please install the devices for short-circuit protection and electrical leakage protection
when installing the air conditioner.
@          =         
break.
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Installation
Installation precaution:
Window type conditioner is so valuable and the
improper installation of it will cause a lot of damage! Please associate the professional technician to install the unit and don’t install it by yourself. Otherwise, we are not
responsible for the damage like this.

Location:
 The condensation water must be drained away conveniently.
 Install air conditioner unit far away from TV set or radio etc. to avoid disturbing video or voice.
 In salt and coastal area or place where is near thermal springsand polluted
by sulphurous gas, or other special areas, please contact the seller before
use.
 Avoid other heat sources or direct sun light.
 Avoid a place where is easy for children to touch.
 Don't use the unit in the immediate surrondings of a laundry,a bath,a shower
or a swimming pool.
_           remote control, install in a location
where is strong electromagnetic disturbance, you should contact the seller
in advance to avoid the malfunction in use.

How to install:
Choose a location where there are
no any obstacle surrounding the
unit, and the plug is accessible.
*       X
htly bigger than unit size.
       X
cording to the following diagram.

500mm

500mm

300mm

The distance of obstructions from
window unit inside should be upper
300mm, lower 1500mm, left 500mm,
right 500mm, front 1500mm.

300mm

Over
100 mm
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Installation procedure:
1) Remove the sticker from the front panel.
2) Put the unit into the installation hole.
G        X
      ;     X
largement of noise or vibration. (Slant
between 6-10mm.) (Shown at right

Horizontal line
6~10mm

 #       
          
noise or vibration.
3) Fill up sews in the cabinet with sponge
or foam.

Installation assistance:
{  
#       X
         X
ioner. 4      
    4  X

Gall
G 
frame

!


Rubber
plate

{  
Air c itioner shoul avoi anything
         

 4     
you shoul contact the seller for inst    G X
stalling the  e boar  ’t let
  ;          

6~10mm

Support

Horizontal line
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Dimensions:
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Unit: mm















Drain water :
Drain pan and drain hose need to be installed before using. Drain hose is
not included in the products, you need to purchase it locally to satisfy your
particular needs. Use the following procedure to install drain pan and drain
hose.
1. Slide out the chassis from the cabinet.
2. Install the drain pan to the corner of the cabinet with 2 screws.
3. Connect the drain hose to the outlet on the drain pan bottom.
4. Slide the chassis into its original place in the cabinet.

To get the maximum cooling efficiency , the air conditioner is designed to
splash the condensation water on the condenser coil . If the splashing sound
annoy you , you can remove the rubber plug from the chassis to lower the
noise, which also cause a bit loss of performance.
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Notes for installation
Remove
Before removing air conditioner to the other place, you
Then it must be done under the direction of the professional technician. In addition, the charge of this must
be paid.

Noise
enlargement of noise and vibration.
Z          
to avoid increasing noise.
%             
  
*          there is strange noise during operation.
*       

Electric wiring
<       y.
 The exclusive circuit must be used. But removable socket
 Z                
Z       y.
and leakage current is less than 30mA.
       d       
X
necting method of each individual ele         
       
 The air conditioner should be installe       
regulation.
 An all-pole disconnection tch having a contact separation of at least 3mm
 @  >  X   ; ) should be installed in the circuit.
4          
  facturer or
 All The dectrical ork must be done according to the local iring regulations.
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Function
Introduction

Room
temp.

Autumn
Spring
Summer
Winter

Wind
direction

Window type room air conditioners can
regulate the room temperature and dry the
room. It is convenient for your work, study
and life. It can be widely used in residence,
so on.

Dehumidifying in rainy or
humid season

Cooling in summer

In hot summer, Air conditioner can
Without reducing the room temp., air
cool down theroom air by transferring conditioner can dehumidify and make
heat out.
the room air dry and comfortable.
Dry
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Power requirement
Rated voltage : 220-240V~ 50Hz
 The electric components will be damaged when
the voltage is too high. If the voltage is too low,
the compressor will vibrate violently to damage
the refrigerant system and easily cause the
compressor and electric components not work.

The ground must be connected.
!  ;   sed. Furthermore, the
socket and wiring must conform to the wiring
regulations. And the earthing method must be
reliable.
protection switch of enough power capacity
and air switch with enough space.
To ensure the reliable earthing, please do not connect earth

Earth wire wire to the following places:

Water pipe
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Part identification
Panel outlook picture, just for reference, please take the real unit as standard.

Cabinet

Air inlet
louver

(behind the
front intake
grille)
Front intake
grille

Remote
control
panel

Air direction adjustment

positioning the vane to discharge the air upwards,
downwards or straight out.
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Remote control operation procedure
Buttons on remote controller

1 ON/OFF button

1

2 MODE button

2

3 +/- button

3
4

4 FAN button

5

5 SWING button

6

7

6 SLEEP button
7 TIMER button

Introduction for icons on display screen
Timer on

Timer off
Sending signal

auto operation
cool operation
dry operation
fan operation
heat operation

swing operation
sleep operation
lock
set speed

Set temperature

Set time
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Introduction for buttons on remote controller
Note:
#                     
with multifunction; For some function, which the model doesn't have, if press
the corresponding button on the remote controller that the unit will keep the
original running status.
 When power is connected(stand by condition), you can operate the air conditioner
through the remote controller.
When unit is on, each time you press the button on remote controller, the sending
signal icon " " on the display of remote controller will blink once. If the air conditioner gives out a beep sound, it means the signal has been sent.
G  ff, set temperature will be displayed on the remote controller (If the
light of  unit display is turned on, the corresponding icon will be displayed);
When unit is on, it will display the icon of the on-going function.

1

ON/OFF button

Press this button to turn unit on/off.

2

MODE button

Pressing this button once can select your required mode circularly as below (the
corresponding icon " " will be lit up after the mode is selected):
AUTO

COOL

DRY

FAN

HEAT

When selecting auto mode, air conditioner will operate automatically according to
ambient temperature. Set temperature can't be adjusted and won't be displayed
either. Press FAN button to adjust fan speed.
G             cool mode. Then
press + or - button to adjust set temperature. Press FAN button to adjust fan speed.
G             fan speed under dry
mode. In dry mode, fan speed can't be adjusted.
G           mode only. Then
press FAN button to adjust fan speed.
G              heat mode. Then
press + or - button to adjust set temperature. Press FAN button to adjust fan speed.
(Cooling only unit can’t receive heating mode signal. If set HEAT mode by remote
controller, press ON/OFF button can’t turn on the air conditioner.)

3

+ / - button

Pressing + or - button once will increase or decrease set temperature by 1°F(°C).
Hold + or - button for 2s, set temperature on remote controller will change quickly.
Release the button after your required set temperature is reached.
G   Timer On or Timer Off , press + or - button to adjust the time.(See
TIMER Button for setting details)
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Introduction for buttons on remote controller
4

FAN button

Pressing this button can select fan speed circularly as: AUTO, SPEED 1 (
SPEED 2 ( ) , SPEED 3 (
), SPEED 4 (
Speed 4 is the same with speed 3.).

),

) (unavailable in this air conditioner.

AUTO

SPEED 1 (equals to low fan speed)

SPEED 2 (equals to mid fan speed)

SPEED 3 (equals to high fan speed)

SPEED 4 (equals to high fan speed)

Note:
{
Auto speed, air conditioner will select proper fan speed automatically according to ambient temperature.
_
    +    

5

SWING button

Press this button to turn on left & right air swing.

6

SLEEP button

Under Cool, Heat mode, press this button to turn on Sleep function. Press this button
to cancel Sleep function. Under Fan, Dry and Auto mode, this function is unavailable.

7

TIMER button

G       # /#X/__d H icon will be
;G    X   +     for Timer Off. Pressing
+ or - button once will increase or decrease the time by 0.5h. Hold + or - button
for 2s, time will change quickly. Release the button after your required set time
is reached. Then press TIMER button to confirm it. T-OFF and H icon will stop
blinking.
G       # /#X/ H icon will be
;G    X   +     for Timer On. Pressing
+ or - button once will increase or decrease the time by 0.5h. Hold + or - button
for 2s, time will change quickly. Release the button after your required set time
is reached. Then press TIMER button to confirm it. T-ON and H icon will stop
blinking.
 # /D/4#  s set up, press TIMER button once to
review the remaining time. Within 5s, press TIMER button again to cancel this
function.
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Introduction for buttons on remote controller
Note:
   

V$

 #         J
   J    

        X

Function introduction for combination buttons
Child lock function
*   X            ; 
G    ;  
/         /
4              Z   

Temperature display switchover function
{ /__   X  </     
  H H_

Operation guide
Q @        /D/__       
         
* </      =  AUT///Y_@
AT
*   X     =     >T     Z 
 +    ?
$* _@     =     
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Replacement of batteries in remote controller
1. Press the mark “
” on back cover of batteries box cover for remote controller with
fingers as shown in the fig, and then remove the batteries box cover along the arrow
direction.
Battery
2. Replace with two #7 (AAA 1.5V) dry batteries.
Make sure positions for “+” pole and “-” pole are
correct.
3. Reinstall batteries box cover.

Reinstall
Remove

Cover of battery box

NOTICE
 The distance between signal sender and receiving window should be no more
than 8m, and there should be no obstacles between them.

conditioner when using the remote controller.
 Replace new batteries of the same model when replacement is required.
 When you don’t use remote controller for a long time, please take out the
batteries.
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Remote control panel
Note:
If wireless remote controller is lost, open the surface panel and operate manually.

1

2

POWER BUTTON
Operation starts when pressing this button, and stops
when pressing this button again.
SWING BUTTON
Activate the automatic air swing function.

3

FAN SPEED BUTTON
Select the fan speed HIGH, MID, LOW and AUTO in sequence.

4

TEMP/TIMER BUTTON
Press the
keypad to increase the set (operating)
temperature of the unit.and Press the keypad to
decrease the set (operating) temperature of the unit.
The temperature seting range is from 16~30ć
Timer can be set by pressing / button. Timer can be
set in 0.5hour increments between 1 and 10 hours, or in
1hour increments for 10 hours or above after each push
on or button.
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5

SIGNAL RECEIVER

6

MODE BUTTON
Select the operation mode, AUTO, HEAT, COOL, FAN,
DRY (for reverse cycle model) or COOL,FAN, DRY
(for cooling only model).

7

FILTER BUTTON
This feature is a reminder to clean the Air Filter (See
Care and Cleaning) for more efficient operation and
cooling. The LED (light) will illuminate after 250 hours
of operation. To reset after cleaning the filter, press the
"Check Filter" button and the light will go off.

Operation Tips
Operation for comfort and economy
Do not overcool the room temperature. This is not good
for health and wastes electricity.

Make sure that the doors and
windows are tightly closed.
Avoid opening doors and windows as much as possible
to keep air conditioning in the
room.

Keep blind or curtains closed.
Do not let sunshine enter the
room directly when the air condition is in operation.

duce dehumidifying effects.
once every two weeks.
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Keep the room temp. uniform.
Adjust the vertical and horizoa uniform temperature in the
room. Air can’t be discharged
to the direction of air-in.

Ventilate the room occasionally.
Since windows are kept closed, it
is a good idea to open them and
ventilate the room now and then.
When starting the unit, curtains or
windows should be closed to prevent the heat/cool leakage.

Caution
Operations for safety and health
1) The plug must be accessible after the appliance is positioned.
2) Do not use this appliance in the laundry.
3) If the power cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacture or its
service agent in void of hazard.
     
cord.
      
result in serious electric
shocks

Select the most appropriate
temperature. Pay attention to
adjust the temperature to suit
the conditions. Rooms occupied by infants,the elderly, or
the sick should be kept at an
appropriate temperature.

 Do not use the air conditioner   ;    ; 
for other purposes except for
and outlet vents.
cooling the room.
This causes lowered perform Do not use the air conditioner
ance and irregular operation.
for other purposes such as
    ;  
drying clothes, preserving
objects into these vents as it
foods, or cultivating vegetais dangerous to touch the elebles.
ctric components and the fan.

Do not use heating apparatuses in the vicinity. The air conditioner’s plastic parts will
melt if exposed to excessive
heat.
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Avoid exposing the body directly to a continuous unidirectThis is not recommended for
health reason.

Always wait at least 3 minutes before
switching the air conditioner on again
after you have switched it off during
cooling or heating.

 wait at
Always
least 3 minutes.

Inappropriate treatment of the unit involves the risk of severe
damages of people and material. Details to this refrigerant
are found in chapter “refrigerant”.
Appliance shall be installed, operated andstored in a room with
2
.
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Care and maintenance
Always turn off the air conditioner and main power supply before cleaning to
ensure safety.

Cleaning unit

1. Cut power of f before
cleaning.
Plug out only
after air conditioner stops
at all.

washed at least once every two weeks or as
often as it needs cleaning.
1. To remove the air intake grille, grasp the tab

2. Use soft cloth when cleaning cabinet. If
the cabinet is very dirty, dip cloth into
warm water below
40°C, dry the cloth
Dry the cloth
and then rub off the
by hands before cleaning.
dirt.

pull to take out.

2.
light dust.

Vacuum cleaner

3. Don’t use gas, benzene, solvent, wash,
chemical solvent, etc. for cleaning.
and lint.

4. Do not splash water directly into 
unit, in which there are micro-computer
and circuit
plate, they
must not
bedrenched
with water.
Accident could
happen.

* Check earth wire

detergent in the wash water.

it. If necessary, please ask the professional
personnel to clean it.
* Check if air inlet and outlet of  unitare
blocked or not.
Air lock could
result in bad

Is it broken
or loose?
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Troubleshooting guide
Please check the following items before asking for repair, it saves your time
andmoney.

Fault phenomenon
Air conditioner
dose not operate at all.
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Trouble-shooting
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Immediately stop all operations and plug out, please contact
your dealer in the following situations.
/       y.
*      ;
   y     g    d  .

          ;
/      

After service
4        =  =         
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Safety operation of flammable refrigerant
Qualification requirement for installation and maintenance man
1. All the work men who are engaging in the refrigeration system should bear the
for dealing with the refrigeration system recognized by this industry. If it needs
other technician to maintain and repair the appliance, they should be supervised
2. It can only be repaired by the method suggested by the equipment’s manufacturer.

    
2. The air conditioner must be installed in a room that is larger than the minimum
room area.
The minimum room area is shown on the nameplate or following table.
3. Leak test is a must after installation.
Tabla - Superficie mínima de la habitación según la carga del equipo
Maximum charge


Area  

Floor

Device location
Window
Wall

Ceiling

Max. charge (kg) Max. charge (kg) Max. charge (kg) Max. charge (kg)










>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> 

> 
>
>
>
>
> 
>
>

>
> 
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
> 
>
>
>

      
1. Check whether the maintenance area or the room area meet the requirement of
the nameplate.
- It’s only allowed to be operated in the rooms that meet the requirement of the
nameplate.
2. Check whether the maintenance area is well-ventilated.
- The continuous ventilation status should be kept during the operation process.
area.
warning board should be hanged.
4. Check whether the appliance mark is in good condition.
- Replace the vague or damaged warning mark.
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W  
1. If you should cut or weld the refrigerant system pipes in the process of maintaining, please follow the steps as below
a. Shut down the unit and cut power supply
b. eliminate the refrigerant
c. vacuuming
d. clean it with N2 gas
e. cutting or welding
f. carry back to the service spot for welding
2. The refrigerant should be recycled into the specialized storage tank.
and it’s well-ventilated.



    
fer-

ent kinds of refrigerant won’t contaminate with each other.

another time of leak detection should be done when it’s removed.

       
container.
3. According to the local rules and laws.
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Notes
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